Building Children
of Character

REAL STORIES, EXPERT SPEAKERS, TECHNIQUES SHARED

A unique event that will go deep into character building, techniques used and lessons learnt,
Building Children of Character will present real stories of character and how character is the
bedrock of everything a child needs to lead a happy, fulfilled life.
Journey with pioneers, heroes, mentors and children.

- Going Beyond the Books

Every aspect of the programme is designed to make an impact and difference.

A SJI International Elementary School
Event of Character

“

PROGRAMME OUTLINE

The function of education is to teach one to think
intensively and to think critically. Intelligence plus
character - that is the goal of true education.
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

”

FIRST EVER EVENT OF CHARACTER
As parents, teachers, guardians and mentors,
we know building character in our children is
important. But how do we do it? How do we
educate our children beyond the academics,
text books and exams?
This first ever event, will examine:
î Why character is so important in your child?
î How character can be learnt, formed and
sustained?
î What character can do to change lives?

LEARN...

î Simple strategies to bring out the best in children
î To speak to our children to encourage and inspire
î To replace shaming and blaming with personal
responsibility and respect
î To avoid power struggles
î To help your child develop confidence, excellence
and responsibility
î To empower children to make morally
responsible choices
î To set clear boundaries

Part 1: Meet The Characters and learn how
character drives success
Part 2: Meet the Educators
A panel session with experienced educators
who use virtues and values-based education
to bring out the best in their students. They
will discuss the building block of character,
its benefits, and best practices. Learn how
educators create safe, caring and high
performing learning communities and how
effective leaders inspire excellence and ethics
in the workplace.

A husband and wife share their parenting
experience before and after The Virtues
Project; a mother and child talk about how
The Virtues Project have improved their
relationship and made for a happier home; a
teacher talks about how The Virtues Project
has helped him bring out the best in his
students; children talk about virtues that are
important to them and what quality they
admire most in adults.

Part 3: Meet Real People
In this session, children and parents bare all
and speak from the heart about how The
Virtues Project have impacted their live.

Part 4: Meet the Visionary & Hero
Learn about bridging the generational
gap using technology to engage from an
ingenious inventor Professor Adrian Cheok.
Meet Everest Summiter with a heart of
service and learn how his love, passion
and perseverance took him on a journey
conquering many obstacles and challenges
which inspire many.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

COST

Teachers, Parents, School Principals,
Community Leaders, Ministry of Education
Officials, Directors of Continuing
Education, School Counsellors, Educational
Administrators

20th April 2013,
Saturday
9 am - 1 pm

SJI International, Glass Hall
490 Thomson Road, Singapore 298191

REGISTER NOW!
www.coc.a2p.sg

$ 95 per person (group discounts available)
Visit www.coc.a2p.sg for more information.
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